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BRAZIL CREEK SCHOOL

LOCATION: West of Shady Point, Oklahoma 040, Leflore County 079; SE 1/4, Sec. 27, T 8 N, R 24 E

CLASSIFICATION: building; private; public acquisition--N/A; unoccupied; present use--none

OWNER: unknown

DESCRIPTION: ruins; unaltered; original site

Designed as a one-room school building, it is constructed of rusticated and coursed native sandstone. The gabled roof is gone. Only the four walls are standing.

SIGNIFICANCE: ca. 1936; unknown architect

It is a good example of a rural one-room school building.
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OAKLAND CEMETERY FENCE

LOCATION: Oakland and West Streets, Poteau, Oklahoma 040, Lefflore County 079

CLASSIFICATION: structure; public; public acquisition--N/A; occupied; present use--decoration

OWNER: City of Poteau, Poteau, OK 74953

DESCRIPTION: good condition; unaltered; original site

The fence is constructed of uncut native sandstone, topped with preformed concrete slabs. On the east it extends some 1056 feet, while on the south it extends 1320 feet. Masonry is not particularly impressive.

SIGNIFICANCE: ca. 1936; unknown architect

As a WPA cemetery improvement, the fence at Oakland is notable for its length.
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MUSE SCHOOL AND TEACHERAGE

LOCATION: Vicinity of Muse, Oklahoma 040, Leflore County 079; SE 1/4, Sec 3, T 2 N, R 24 E

CLASSIFICATION: structure; public; public acquisition--N/A; occupied; present use--community center

OWNER: Muse Community, Muse, OK

DESCRIPTION: fair condition; altered; original site

This is the remnant of a much larger school building, the exact dimensions of which it is impossible to determine. It is constructed of uncut and unrusticated native stone. The adjacent teacherage is constructed of the same material.

SIGNIFICANCE: ca. 1940; unknown architect

The structure is located in a beautiful valley and constitutes the principal community focus.
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ROSEDALE SCHOOL

LOCATION: West of Shady Point, Oklahoma 040, LeFlore County 079; NE 1/4, Sec. 5, T 7 N, R 23 E

CLASSIFICATION: building; private; public acquisition--N/A; occupied; present use--hay barn

OWNER: Roy W. Reed Trust, Box 678, Poteau, OK 74953

DESCRIPTION: poor condition; altered; original site

Designed as a one-room school building, it is constructed of heavily rusticated and coursed native sandstone. The roof is gabled. Unfortunately the side containing the window opening has been removed.

SIGNIFICANCE: ca. 1936; unknown architect

The heavy rustication of the stone is unique and impressive.
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TALIHINA SCHOOL GYMNASIUM

LOCATION: East 2nd and Helen Streets, Talihina, Oklahoma 040, Leflore County 079

CLASSIFICATION: structure; public; public acquisition--N/A; occupied; present use--recreation

OWNER: Board of Education, Talihina Public Schools, Box 38, Talihina, OK 74571

DESCRIPTION: good condition; unaltered; original site

The gymnasium is located in the U of a building constructed earlier. The wall that closed up the U is red brick. The structure is two stories, rectangular, and measures 54 feet by 105 feet. It is hardly visible from the street.

SIGNIFICANCE: ca. 1940; unknown architect

The gym provided an indoor court for the Talihina public schools and work in an area hard hit by the depression.
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TALIHINA SCHOOL CLASSROOM ADDITION

LOCATION: East 2nd and Helen Streets, Talihina, Oklahoma 040, Leflore County 079

CLASSIFICATION: structure; public; public acquisition--N/A; occupied; present use--education

OWNER: Board of Education, Talihina Public Schools, Box 38, Talihina, OK 74571

DESCRIPTION: good condition; unaltered; original site

Constructed of rusticated and coursed native sandstone, the classroom addition measures 33 feet by 121 feet, is single story, and has a hipped roof. The masonry is not particularly impressive.

SIGNIFICANCE: ca. 1938-1939; unknown architect

The classroom addition provided needed educational space for the Talihina public schools and work for unemployed laborers in an area hard hit by the depression.
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WALLS SCHOOL

LOCATION: West of Shady Point, Oklahoma 040, Leflore County 079; SE 1/4, Sec. 29, T 7 N, R 23 E

CLASSIFICATION: building; private; public acquisition—N/A; occupied; present use—hay barn

OWNER: Roy W. Reed Trust, Box 678, Poteau, OK 74953

DESCRIPTION: good condition; altered; original site

Designed as a one-room school building, it is constructed of rusticated and coursed native sandstone. The roof is gabled. Unfortunately, to the north end has been attached a hugh hay barn constructed of poles and tin sheets. The addition destroys the integrity of the building.

SIGNIFICANCE: ca. 1936; unknown architect

It is a good example of a rural one-room school building.